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Greg Mori is one of two computing science professors to receive about half a million dollars in strategic partnership grants.
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Contact:Greg Mori, Computing Sciences, 778.782.8826, mori@cs.sfu.ca Mohamed Hefeeda, mhefeeda@cs.sfu.caKaren Lee, Communications, Computing Sciences, k_lee@sfu.caDerek Bedry, University Communications, 604.360.5890, dbedry@sfu.caTwo SFU computing science professors will share about a million dollars to complete tech projects, the Natural Science andEngineering Research Council (NSERC) of Canada announced today.Greg Mori receives $528,000 for a project to develop computer algorithms that will automate sports analytics. Mori says theproject will advance the rapidly growing industry of sports analytics and contribute to understanding human activity fromvideo.Mohamed Hefeeda receives $445,000 to design cloud-supported systems to stream feature-rich videos over mobilenetworks. Hefeeda will develop algorithms to maximize the bandwidth of 4G/5G cellular networks and minimize mobiledevices’ energy consumption when streaming, while optimizing the streaming quality of ultra high definition, 3D, multi-view,and immersive videos.“We are delighted that NSERC has recognized our world-class researchers, whose innovative work in analytics andstreaming will have a profound impact in the world of technology,” says Faculty of Applied Sciences dean pro tem UweGlässer.“Not only does this support solidify the School of Computing Science’s position as an international leader, it ensures thatour researchers can continue to explore and push boundaries, boosting the Canadian economy in rapidly growing areas.” The grants are distributed over a three-year term.NSERC states on its website that the grants exist to “increase research and training in targeted areas that could stronglyenhance Canada’s economy, society and/or environment within the next 10 years.”Learn more about this year's grants and see a full list of recipients.
ABOUT	SIMON	FRASER	UNIVERSITY:As Canada's engaged university, SFU is defined by its dynamic integration of innovative education, cutting-edge researchand far-reaching community engagement. SFU was founded 50 years ago with a mission to be a different kind of university—to bring an interdisciplinary approach to learning, embrace bold initiatives, and engage with communities near andfar. Today, SFU is Canada’s leading comprehensive research university and is ranked one of the top universities in theworld. With campuses in British Columbia’s three largest cities – Vancouver, Burnaby and Surrey – SFU has eight faculties,delivers almost 150 programs to over 35,000 students, and boasts more than 135,000 alumni in 130 countries around the
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